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Welcome to LaBatte Simmentals 34th Annual Spring Bull & Female Sale on Friday, February 28, 2014 at Johnstone Auction Mart, 4 miles west of Moose Jaw, SK on #1 highway. I'd really like to thank again all bidders and buyers from our past sales for the continued support and the effort you make each year to attend our sale. It is really appreciated. The cattle business has never looked brighter and more encouraging, with calf prices at an all time high and cattle numbers still shrinking. It's a great time to be in the beef business. I've been predicting $1000-$1100 steer calves in the fall for a couple of years now and it finally happened this past year and they're even getting stronger in the first part of 2014. I've been also predicting $.90 cull cows and that's going to happen in 2014 also. Simmental genetics are playing a big part in the beef industry with their added muscle, superior performance, their carcass value and their high maternal traits. From the commercial man to the feedlots and to the slaughter plants, Simmental genetics are in high demand.

There's been some changes in our sale this year as 3D Simmental dispersed their cow herd and their calf crop this fall and after many years as our guest consignor, will not be involved in the 2014 sale. We will really miss the Schwartz’s. Not only did they bring good bulls to our sale but, more importantly, they were great people. We couldn't have had a better guest consignor, always willing to do as much as they could for the sale, never a complaint, always there when needed. Thank you for the many years of dedication to our sale, for your friendship and best of luck in the future to you Dean, Monica and their girls, Kara and Kelsey.

With this brings a new guest consignor, the Fornwalds of Meadow Acres Farms, Lampman, SK. – Blair and Laurel Fornwald and their son Dustin and his wife Kirsten and their girls, Brenna and Britt. Also involved with their operation is Blair’s brother Calvin and his wife Brenda. The Fornwalds have been buying a few top Simments in the past three or four years and made a big decision this spring as they purchased 170 cows and bred heifers from us. They dispersed their purebred polled Hereford herd last fall and will be calving out over 200 head of red and black purebred Simments. They will be selling ten bulls in our 2014 bull sale and in years to come will become a major part of our bull and female sale. We are very happy to have Meadow Acres Farms as our new guest consignor. The Fornwalds are a hard working family that brings excitement and enthusiasm to the Simmental breed and to our bull sale.

As for our bull sale offering this year it will consist of about 70 thick, meaty, red and black bulls and one outstanding full Fleck fullblood bull. We think our red bull pen this year is the strongest set of red bulls we've ever offered for sale as they are consistent in type and quality. It is headlined by Horizon sons. Horizon is the $82,000 Stubby son we purchased with Hay Valley Ranches, Circle 7 Simments and Paul Maxwell of Ontario. We've never used a bull that sires consistently the muscle, volume and mass that Horizon does. We couldn't be more pleased with his first calf crop. Also there will be red sons of Red Western, Lotto and Springcreek Liner 56U. The black division is headed by two outstanding Full Throttle full brothers out of our black, blaze faced donor cow, 403P. Other sires include Lotto, Liner 56U, Tanker and Poker Face. These black bulls are full of meat, muscle and hair. Our female offering consists of 30 open red and black purebreds, featuring heifers sired by Horizon, Lotto, 56U and Red Western.

If you are unable to attend the sale, give myself or Meadow Acres Farms or any of the sale staff a call to have the sale offering evaluated for you. We can be reached prior to and sale day at Johnstone Auction Mart 306-693-4715 or on our cell phones: Barry 306-815-7900 or Dustin & Kirsten 306-487-7510 or 7514. If you have any questions earlier give us a call on our cells or our home numbers: Barry 306-969-4820, Dustin & Kirsten 306-487-2557, Blair 306-487-2624. We welcome your visit to our farms anytime to see the bulls and heifers firsthand. The coffee pot is always on. Join us Thursday night at the Heritage Inn, in our hospitality room, for some socializing and laughs.

We look forward to seeing you on Friday, February 28th at Johnstone Auction Mart. Join us for a complimentary dinner prior to the sale and also after the sale for some socializing, refreshments and snacks. Best of luck in 2014 and hope to see you at the sale.

Barry

P.S. All the grand kids are doing great. They’re kept busy with hockey, 4-H, dance, Brownies and school activities. Their cow again had a heifer calf in 2013 and she’s in the sale IPU Beijzs 151A. Brodyn, Emry, Jory, Jenna, Zayne and Sierra would really like to thank Downey Farms of Coulter, MB for purchasing their heifer in last year’s sale.
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**Sale Day Phones**
- 306 693-4715 Johnstone Auction Mart - cell 306 631-7709 Johnstone Auction Mart - cell
- 306 815-7900 Barry’s cell 306 487-7510 or 487-7514 204 841-0211 Wilf Davis
- 403 813-7999 Brian Bouchard 403 370-3010 Scott Bohrson 780 385-5561 Darryl Snider
- 403 556-5563 Jay Good 403 323-3985 Darren Paget 403 540-3084 Bob Wilson
- 306 815-7520 Wade Lund
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Heritage Inn - 1590 Main St. N., Moose Jaw, SK South of the overpass at the junction of #1 and #2 Highways
Telephone: 306 693-7550 306 693-1242 (ask for rooms reserved for LaBatte Simmentals)
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- Dennis Ericson, Ericson Livestock Services 780 352-7630 cell 780 361-9347
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**Livestock Insurance**
Livestock Insurance Management - B.E. Vermeulen Ins Ltd., Ceylon, SK 306 454-2411

**Photography**
Wilf Davis, Douglas, MB 204 834-2479

**Health**
All bulls will be scrotal measured and palpated. Bulls over 12 months of age at time of testing will be semen tested. **Bulls under 12 months of age at time of testing will be semen tested prior to delivery.** Weights will be posted sale day. All bulls and heifers were given Cattlemaster 4, Somnustar PH and Fortress 7 in June and boostered with same in September. All were treated with Ivermect Pour-on in September and January.

**“Sight Unseen” Purchase Program**
If you are unable to attend the sale but are interested in our bulls give Barry or Meadow Acres Farms a call and they will personally go over the bulls and your program with you. They will recommend which bulls they think would meet your satisfaction and refer you to one of their sale staff.

**In-Herd Semen**
LaBatte Simmentals reserves the right to collect semen on any LaBatte bull sold through this sale. **The semen collection will be at LaBatte Simments’ expense and the buyer’s convenience. Any semen collected will be for LaBatte Simments in herd use only.**

**Delivery**
At the buyer’s option and risk, LaBatte Simmentals and Meadow Acres Farms will take purchaser’s bulls home, feed them under their management and deliver them FREE anywhere in the prairie provinces to your nearest central location. We will do our utmost to deliver them right to your yard. Delivery will take place between April and the middle of May. For bull buyers outside the prairie provinces, bulls will be delivered at a reasonable charge. The bulls are the property of the buyer as soon as they are sold. Therefore, buyers must insure their animals for the time they are at LaBatte and Meadow Acres Farms. The heifers will be delivered as soon as possible after the sale.

**Guarantee**
All animals will carry the standard breeding guarantee as specified by the Canadian Simmental Association. At no time shall the seller’s liability exceed the purchase price of the animal.

**Video**
VIDEO OF SALE BULLS WILL BE AVAILABLE. Contact Barry.

**Homo Polled tests**
Several of the bulls will be DNA tested for homo polled. At the time of printing of catalog the results weren’t available. They will be available prior to sale day and updated on our website.
Remember **Horizon** and the buzz he created at Agribition as a calf? And, the excitement surrounding him at Checkers 2011 Sale when we, along with Hay Valley Ranches, AB; Oberle Bros., SK; and Paul Maxwell, ON; purchased him for $82,000?

Horizon has not disappointed. He has developed into the true herd bull we expected.

The Horizon excitement continues as his first sons develop to be features on Feb. 28th. They are the **most impressive sire group of red bulls we have ever produced**—thick muscled, deep-bodied, and stout—a “must see” on your hunt for a new red herd bull.

Horizon daughters are adding to the excitement. **Sundance**, his first daughter presented to the public by Czech-Mate Livestock, was a show champion and sold for $23,000 at the 2013 National Trust Sale.

**Horizon’s first 9 daughters sold averaged $9,639.**

**Horizon investment opportunities available Feb. 28th.**
What a pair of outstanding end of November 2012 Horizon sons to start off our catalog as lots 1 and 2. They are full embryo transplant brothers and off of our donor Red Chief cow, IPU Pocahontas 68M, who is a full sister to the famous Pocahontas 52N cow. 68M has a picture perfect udder, even at the age of twelve. We rate our cows udders when they calve from 1 to 5. Only a very few ever got to be a 5, but here is a 5+. She will go again into our flush program this spring after she calves at the end of January. 309Z is quite a bull - long, deep, thick and wide topped. He has a beautiful front end and is nice headed. He’s very correct and just has that look about him that says “I’m a herd bull.” With that little extra age on him, this powerful Horizon son could be quite an addition to someone’s herd.

**IPU 68M HORIZON 309Z**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

**IPU 309Z** 18 November 2012

- **BW:** 90. 205 day: 789.
- **EPDs:** 8.5 4.8 72.9 98.1 9.6 54.0 17.6

**IPU 68M HORIZON 312Z**

Here’s the full brother to 309Z and he’s very similar in type and make up. He’s super stout, very deep bodied, loose made, correct and again, has that herd bull look to him. His dam, Pocahontas 68M, has produced some high sellers in the past through this sale. In the 2012 sale her open Crosby heifer was our high seller, selling to Meadow Acres Farms for $16,500 and in the 2008 sale her Red Teddy daughter, 59T, sold for $27,000 to Randy Ward. 59T then went on herself to produce IPU Diablo 14Y that sold to Erixon Simmentals for $27,000 in our 2012 bull sale. 312Z is a powerful herd bull.

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

**IPU 312Z** 29 November 2012

- **BW:** 80. 205 day: 805. **EPDs:** 8.5 4.8 72.9 98.1 9.6 54.0 17.6
This bull is just powerfully thick, huge topped, deep, deep, loose made, has lots of spring of rib and a great hair coat. If you’re looking for a Horizon look alike at this age, this might be him. He’s maybe the thickest, deepest quartered bull we have ever raised. His dam is an excellent Accelerator daughter out of Pocahontas 68M, the mother of 309Z and 312Z. This would make 5A a three quarter brother to both of them. He has a nice, low birth weight of 88 lbs and his gestation was 281 days. Actually, his mother calved again this past night as I write this footnote and she had a full brother to 5A with a birth weight of 86 lbs and a gestation of 279 days. 5A had an actual weaning weight of 880 lbs and an adjusted 205 day weight of 803 lbs. If we as purebred breeders can raise bulls for our commercial customers like this, starting with low birth weights, short gestations, great performance and result in a calf like this, Wow! 5A is the type we should be all be striving for and we would have commercial customers filling our bull pens. This bull, we think, is something special and a must see in your hunt for a new, red herd bull.

Here’s another feature, dark red, Horizon son that’s Wade’s favorite, I think. This calf has been a standout right from day one. He’s long, deep, very thick butted, has lots of top and a great hair coat and is structurally very good. His dam, Black Jewel 6S, has a great track record behind her. Wilf Davis purchased her out of Jersak Farms dispersal for us as one of the high sellers along with a daughter of hers. Boynecrest Simmentals showed a heifer of hers at the National Show in Brandon in 2010 where she was named Heifer Calf Champion and was one of the high sellers in the National Sale. Gary Boon bought her first heifer after we purchased her out of Simmsational and is very happy with her. In last year’s sale Spring Lake Colony bought a three quarter brother to 16A who was a very good bull in his own right. This is a powerful, stylish, red herd bull that we think very highly of and is a true sale feature.
This is really a mellow made, thick, stylish bull that many have admired through the summer and in the bull pen. He has a great hair coat, is big barreled and big butted. His mother is a Gunner daughter out of the Noremac 16M cow that Dean and I owned together. A few years ago Dean showed the 16M cow with a bull calf at side and they were named Reserve Grand Champion Female at Agribition. His dam is a real smooth made, great uddered, young cow with a lot of future in her. 36A is the kind you would like to have a whole pen of ‘look-a-likes’ like him. He should sire some tremendous feeding calves and excellent replacement females.

Another very attractive, good haired, dark red son of Horizon. He’s moderate framed, full of muscle and meat as are all the Horizon sons. We have never used a bull in our 42 years of being in the Simmental business that consistently sires the meat and muscle that Horizon does. He was an awesome bull calf himself and is still a meat machine and needs no grain to look that way. He was last pictured on Oct/13 where he was 2½ years old and hasn’t seen a mouthful of grain. 64A is mothered by an excellent Accelerator daughter that goes back to the good Patricia 49L cow. Again, a bull calf that we think would like to have a whole pen of ‘look-a-likes’ like him. He should sire some tremendous feeding calves and excellent replacement females.
A big time herd bull in IPU 65A. A meat machine full of rib, top, hair and has a big hip and quarter on him. His dark red, long bodied, Red Label dam has moved into our flush program so that tells you what we think of her. When we purchased Horizon we knew he was something special and so did others as he cost us and our partners, Paul Maxwell, Circle 7 Ranches and Hay Valley Ranch $82,000. But it might be the best $82,000 we ever spent as he has not disappointed. And ourselves, we think he might be the best bull to ever walk our pastures. We think 65A is very, very good and he has herd bull written all over him.

A dark red, smooth made Horizon son and like the rest of his brothers, he has that natural muscle and depth. He has a little more birth weight than some but he was born unassisted, had lots of vigor and grew into a thick made, performance bull. He had an actual weaning weight of 905 lbs and an adjusted 205 day weight of 848 lbs, one of our best. This young herd sire would sire a group of high performing calves that would bring in those extra dollars in the fall.

Here's a dark red Horizon son out of a good old Red Knight cow that's done a really good job for us. We sold a maternal brother to 11A in our 2012 bull sale to 9 Bar Ranch at Tompkins, SK. This calf would raise some great feeding steers and replacement heifers.

Here's another good haired, thick Horizon son that will produce the right kind. His mother is a beautiful uddered, Ribeye daughter that goes back again to the good old 49L cow. In last year's sale a maternal brother sold to Frischholz Farms, Gaylen & Cordel Frischholz of Minton, SK. What a set of steers this fellow would sire and how his kind would work in the feedlot. They would be money makers!
IPU HORIZON 148A

POLLED PUREBRED MALE

PG791758  IPU 148A  5 February 2013
LFE BS LEWIS 322U  
MAF R HORIZON 7Y PG744058  
LFE KJLI DREAMLADY 79W  
HART RED CHIEF J242  
IPU RED POCAHONTAS 41S PG63878  
MISS NOREMAC LCL 57L

R PLUS BLACKEDGE  
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S  
LFE DREAMING RED 503S  
KJLI ANNA 71P  
BOV FESTUS 35G  
MISS T CASINA D712  
JBS MR GRANITE 29J  
MISS NOREMAC LCL 104H

BW: 112. 205 day: 768. EPDs: 7.6 4.2 70.9 96.4 10.2 55.1 19.6

A really nice hair coated, dark red, Horizon son out of a cherry red, Red Chief daughter. We’ve commented that Horizon might be the best bull to ever walk our pastures. We don’t know about his daughters yet as they are only yearlings now, but we do know that Red Chief daughters are the best red and black females to ever walk our pastures as a group to date. They have great udders and have produced some of the best bulls and heifers that we’ve ever raised. 148A should sire some exceptional females, the kind you will be proud to have in your herd.

IPU HORIZON 171A

This mid February Horizon son is a bull that we are very high on. He’s moderate framed, cherry red, has a great hair coat, is thick butted, has lots of middle and spring of rib, is super nice fronted and is mothered by an exceptional cow. His mother was purchased out of the Checkers sale as a bred heifer from Andi Hadway of Westway Farms and she’s been a good one. This will be her third bull calf to go through our annual bull sale. Her first two were Accelerator sons selling to Kevin Foley of Bengough, SK and Diamond K Cattle Co of Maple Creek, SK. Two great cattle operations! If you’re looking for a bull to add some style, thickness and color to your herd, here he is, Horizon 171A.

IPU HORIZON 172A

POLLED PUREBRED MALE

PG791822  IPU 171A  10 February 2013
LFE BS LEWIS 322U  
MAF R HORIZON 7Y PG744058  
LFE KJLI DREAMLADY 79W  
SODER S STATE ET 176L  
ANDI SWEET GIRL 7047T PG676562  
FTS BLACK TEE 129M  
HIGH RIDGE SOLID STATE  
GW MISS RIGHT TIME 873H  
3C WALLY C240 BLK  
FTS RED TEDDI 104K

R PLUS BLACKEDGE  
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S  
LFE DREAMING RED 503S  
KJLI ANNA 71P  
HIGH RIDGE SOLID STATE  
GW MISS RIGHT TIME 873H  
3C WALLY C240 BLK  
FTS RED TEDDI 104K

BW: 102. 205 day: 789. EPDs: 10.7 3.3 68.8 91.2 10.3 51.1 16.7

A full brother by pedigree to the Horizon 5A calf, the lot 3 bull. They’re both sired by Horizon and out of full embryo sisters, so he too is a three quarter brother to 309Z and 312Z. 172A’s dam had a full sister to him just a couple of nights ago as I write this. 217X is a beautiful, deep bodied, Accelerator daughter with a good udder and a great disposition. Her first calf, IPU Ms. Red Force 154Z, also just calved a couple of nights ago having a Red Mountain heifer calf unsassisted. This calf is just like the rest of the Horizons, deep made, lots of barrel and big butted.
14 IPU HORIZON 183A
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
PG791835  IPU 183A  12 February 2013
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
MAF R HORIZON 7Y PG744058
LFE KJLI DREAMLADY 79W
ER RED DECK 639D
IPU MS. RED DECK 57W PG717209
IPU MS RED KNIGHT 200R
R PLUS BLACKEDGE
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S
LFE DREAMING RED 503S
KJLI ANNA 71P
KS BLACK CLOUD A27
ER MISS MAX 57Y
SKORS REDKNIGHT 67N
IPU RED MS BIG SKY 71M
BW: 82. 205 day: 723. EPDs: 7.1  4.2  68.6  94.7  11.8  54.1  19.8
A dark cherry red Horizon son that's very moderate framed, nice haired, deep bodied and thick. He comes from a great cow family going back to his mother, a moderate framed, Red Deck cow that goes back to the 200R Red Knight cow and his great grandmother is still producing at our place and was in our transplant program, the Big Sky 71M cow. This calf has a lot to offer with his moderation, style and thickness and a nice, modest 82 lb birth weight.

15 IPU 172R HORIZON 186A
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
PG791906  IPU 186A  13 February 2013
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
MAF R HORIZON 7Y PG744058
LFE KJLI DREAMLADY 79W
SKORS REDKNIGHT 67N
IPU MS RED KNIGHT 172R PG650885
IPU MS SHAMROCK 120L
R PLUS BLACKEDGE
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S
LFE DREAMING RED 503S
KJLI ANNA 71P
CZAR MR BLACK KNIGHT 74J
LFE KATARINA 28G
IPU MS ELOISE 149X PG735071
SPRINGVALLEYSHAMROCKJ715
TRAX S STEW H852
BW: 92. 205 day: 848. EPDs: 8.5  4.5  71.8  101.7  13.5  59.9  24.0
A dark, dark red Horizon son out of another one of those good Red Knight cows going back to the Shamrock 120L cow family. 186A's mother raised a herd sire for Rendezvous Farms that was one of our high selling black bulls in our 2011 bull sale, She also was the dam to one of our high selling bred heifers at a Simmsational sale selling to Hay Valley Ranches. This calf is as dark as they come, very stylish and correct, is thick and deep, and possesses a very nice set of well balanced EPDs.

16 IPU HORIZON 212A
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
PG791921  IPU 212A  18 February 2013
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
MAF R HORIZON 7Y PG744058
LFE KJLI DREAMLADY 79W
TNT ACCELERATOR S226
IPU MS. ELOISE 149X PG735071
DOUBLE BAR D MIA 119S
R PLUS BLACKEDGE
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S
LFE DREAMING RED 503S
KJLI ANNA 71P
TNT GUNNER N208
TNT MISS ALMA J83
LFE RED ENTICER 364M
BLCC MISS MARIA 86M
BW: 100. 205 day: 863. EPDs: 7.4  5.4  75.6  103.5  5.8  54.5  16.7
212A is one of my favorite bulls in the pen and he's also one of the youngest. He had an adjusted 205 day weight of 863 lbs which ranked him #6 amongst all the other bulls. He's been a calf that's just been real good since day one. He was impressive in the summer and fall and still is. He's deep bodied, thick made, stylish, really dark red, and has big testicles. We think he has all the tools to be a very complete herd sire.
POLLED PUREBRED MALE
PG791932  IPU 218A  20 February 2013
R PLUS BLACKEDGE
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S
LFE DREAMING RED 503S
KJLI ANNA 71P
BS MR ARAPAHOE 81A
MISS T BIRD CH X189
BAR 15 COPPER 21M
SLJS MS SARAH 3M

IPU MS RED EFFORT 104S PG663826
SLJS MS PENNY 2P

BW: 100. 205 day: 793. EPDs: 7.6   4.7   70.9   98.9   9.4   54.6   19.1
A dark red, thick made bull that's out of IPU Code Red 53Y's mother, the Extra Effort 104S cow. Code Red was our high performing bull in our 2011 bull calf crop. He was bigger framed but still deep and thick made and cherry dark red as well as homo polled so we decided in January to keep him for our herd. He was a real favorite in our bull pen with the commercial cattlemen with his performance, thickness and depth. We used him mostly for clean up in 2012 but after seeing his calves in 2013 we used him heavily in our breeding program in 2013. He calved really good but his calves went on to be high performing and stylish like him. We have a couple of his sons in this year’s sale, 133A and 191A, and they will be noticed sale day. 218A in his own right is stylish, dark and out of an outcross dam. A three quarter brother sold in last year’s sale to Five M Cattle, Moose Jaw, SK.

POLLED PUREBRED MALE
PG794651  IPU 314Z  30 November 2012
ER AMERICANA 537B IPU BLACK STEAKHOUSE 34H
SOUTHHOLDEN MISSRED 2H
HART RED CHIEF J242
IPU RED POCOHANTAS 105L PG565125
TWIN BRAE HEATHER

IPU HORIZON 218A

IPU CODE RED 53Y - MATERNAL BROTHER

BW: 106. 205 day: 897. EPDs: -1.4   6.0   79.0   119.2   10.6   71.1   31.6
Here is a dark cherry red Ribeye son out of the famed Pocahontas 105L cow. He's a full brother to Robb Farms Ribeye 71N cow and in our own herd we have a beautiful full sister, IPU 138R, who has been in our flush program and is the mother of IPU 323Z in the bull sale. 314Z's dam, Pocahontas 105L, has herd bulls working at East Poplar Simmentals, X-T Simmentals, Aldentaler Ranch in South Dakota and the $21,500 Accelerator son, IPU 105L Excel 132W bull working at Kunkel Simments in North Dakota. She has also produced a $20,000 Red Teddy daughter and of course, 71N. We also have four outstanding Revolution daughters in the herd. At thirteen years old she has an absolute perfect udder, a 5+ on my score. She is nursing an amazing September Horizon heifer calf right now and is getting ready to go in our flush program again shortly. She's cherry red and homo polled. 314Z is a performance bull with an actual weaning weight of 1180 lbs, raised by a little Simmental-Red Angus recipient. He's super long, dark colored, smooth, clean fronted and should be very maternal. His daughters should have picture perfect udders and lots of performance.

POLLED PUREBRED MALE
PTG794674  IPU 323Z  7 December 2012
KENCOMF POWERLINE 204L
LBR NIGHT DREAM M22
JBS MR GRANITE 29J
MISS NOREMAC 16M
R PLUS RED RIBEYE 1134L
SOUTHHOLDEN MISSRED 2H
HART RED CHIEF J242
TWIN BRAE HEATHER

IPU 105L RIBEYE 314Z

IPU Revolution 172U

IF you want to talk about a thick, meaty, performance bull well here he is. He weaned off his little Red Angus - Simmental recipient at a whopping 1205 lbs, the heaviest calf we have ever weaned. I know he was a little older than most and should have been weaned a month earlier, but still had a 938 lb adjusted 205 day weight. Now that's performance. His dam is a super Ribeye daughter out of 105L that's been in our flush program. His sire is IPU Revolution 172U, the Crocket son that has done such a great job for Beechinor Bros and High Country Simmentals. 323Z has great maternal numbers and performance numbers being in the top 10% of the breed for WWT, top 4% for yearling wt, top 3% for maternal weaning wt and the top 15% for milk. This is a bull that will add muscle, volume, style and performance in his calves. 323Z got hurt in the chute when we were preparing him for a video and picture in early January and we weren't able to get one before Wilf left for home, but he's okay now and will be a feature bull at our sale.
**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

**PG791978 IPU 2A 12 January 2013**

**HOLDS SHEAR FORCE 38K**
**MRL RED FORCE 12U PG987657**
**MRL MISS 824G**
**MADER P ROYAL ARMS 36W**
**TRI-R MS ROYALTY 7Y PG753045**
**TRI-R MS LADY GUNNER 5U**

**NICHOLS BLK DESTINY G151**
**CAD TRACY**
**TNT DYNAMITE BLACK L137**
**MRL MISS 443N**
**REMINGTON ON TARGET 2S**
**IPU MS QUATTRO 17P**
**TRI-R SWEETNESS 45M**

**BW: 86. 205 day: 767. EPDs: 13.1 1.1 57.6 86.3 10.7 57.8 29.0**

A really smooth made Red Force son out of a Royal Arms first calf heifer that we purchased as the high seller out of the 2012 Pembina Triangle sale from Triple R Simmentals. This could be a heifer bull with his 86 lb birth weight, his smoothness and his calving ease pedigree. His calving ease EPD is in the top 5% of the breed, his birth weight EPD in the top 2% and has a milk EPD in the top 30% of the breed. He was born unassisted, was raised by a great milking first calf heifer, weaned off good, and has lots of middle and depth.

---

**PUREBRED MALE**

**G791462 IPU 17A 17 January 2013**

**CMS TRADMARK 756T**
**KOP MARKSMAN 36Y PG750551**
**KOP MS WHEATIE 107U**
**KOP MS BENGIE 6P**
**KOP MS WHEATIE 107U**
**KOP MS WHEATIE 107U**
**KOP MS WHEATIE 107U**

**CMS RED POLLED ICON 16P**
**CMS LUBA 23L**
**WHEATLAND BULL 65S5**
**KOP MS BENGIE 6P**
**THSF FREEDOM 300N**
**JDJ MISS MACHO 53P**
**TNT ACCELERATOR S226**
**IPU RED POCAHONTAS 169P**

**BW: 92. 205 day: 828. EPDs: 2.1 4.9 77.5 112.1 6.7 59.2 20.5**

This is the only horned bull that will be in this year’s sale besides our fullblood bull. 17A is in the sale because he’s good. He’s dark red, deep bodied, thick and meaty. He is a calf that’s always looked good right from day one. He is mothered by one of our favorite 2 year olds that will be making her new home at Meadow Acres Farms. If you want to add some muscle and meat to your calf crop 17A will do that. He would sire an excellent set of steer calves that would perform well in the feedlot.

---

**SCURRED PUREBRED MALE**

**SG791469 IPU 30A 20 January 2013**

**CMS TRADMARK 756T**
**KOP MARKSMAN 36Y PG750551**
**KOP MS WHEATIE 107U**
**ANKONIAN RED CAESAR**
**IPU 16M MS. NOREMAC 81X PTG736965**
**LCL MISS NOREMAC 16M**

**CMS RED POLLED ICON 16P**
**CMS LUBA 23L**
**WHEATLAND BULL 65S5**
**KOP MS BENGIE 6P**
**BOZ REDCOAT**
**GFI CANDACE G51**
**JBS MR GRANITE 29L**
**MISS NOREMAC LCL 104H**

**BW: 100. 205 day: 719. EPDs: 4.0 3.9 72.0 100.4 8.9 67.2 31.2**

Another smooth made Marksman son out of a Red Caesar daughter going back to the great Noremac 16M cow. The 16M cow was probably the deepest, thickest made cow that ever resided here. Again, this Marksman son should sire some very saleable calves, steers and replacement females.

---

Congratulations to our good bull customer, the Sentes Family, on being named the 2013 SSA Commercial Breeder of the Year. They also showed the Reserve Grand Champion Pen of Open Replacement Heifers at the 2013 Agribition Commercial Show, many sired by LaBatte bulls.

**From L to R: Tracey, Paul, Lucille, Willie, Shelly & Mark Sentes & President of Saskatchewan Simmental Association, Dave Erixon**
IPU RED LOTTO 39A

POLLED PUREBRED MALE  
PG791477        IPU 39A        21 January 2013
KOP CROSBY 137W  
SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y BPG726441  
SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 25T  
R PLUS RED RIBEYE 1134L  
IPU MS RED RIBEYE 201R PG645116  
LBR D-430

BW: 100. 205 day: 746. EPDs: 6.8   1.7   53.6   81.4   1.8   51.7   24.8

Here’s a cool, red Lotto son out of Specialist 70T’s dam, IPU Ms Red Ribeye 201R. There haven’t been many bulls that have naturally bred as many females as Specialist, as he was the main man for Remington Cattle Co. and Majestic Cattle Co. 201R has also sold sons to Rendezvous Farms in Manitoba and our good customers, Floer Farms of Minton, SK. Lotto 39A is a very good bull in his own right, long, smooth, good quartered, great hair and peaked polled. If he breeds like his maternal brothers he will be a real asset to your program.

IPU MARKSMAN 54A

POLLED PUREBRED MALE  
PG791487        IPU 54A        24 January 2013
CMS TRADMARK 756T  
KOP MARKSMAN 36Y PG750651  
KOP MS WHEATIE 107U  
LBR CROCKET R91  
IPU 16M MS, NOREMAC 261X PTG744463  
LCL MISS NOREMAC 16M

BW: 100. 205 day: 793. EPDs: 4.0   4.5   73.3   103.0   6.2   66.8   30.2

This might be our favorite Marksman bull calf. He’s full of meat and muscle, is big topped, has lots of hair, great spring of rib and has that big old hip and quarter in him. He also possesses a great disposition as he’s the pet of the pen. He too goes back to the old matron cow, Noremac 16M. This guy would sire a great set of soggy, thick made calves, whether bull calves, steers or outstanding replacement females.

IPU 18U CROSBY 56A

POLLED PUREBRED MALE  
PG791488        IPU 56A        24 January 2013
MUIRHEAD LIVE WIRE 95R  
KOP CROSBY 137W PG718093  
KOP MS BENGIE 6P  
TNT GUNNER N208  
IPU 120L MS SHAMROCK 18U PG700506  
IPU MS SHAMROCK 120L

BW: 102. 205 day: 760. EPDs: 4.5   4.5   63.9   90.0   9.0   61.7   29.8

This is a full brother to IPU Red Zone 82Y that was purchased by Kunkel Simmentals in our 2012 sale. Ask Dusty how they like him. He was homozygous polled and is breeding exceptionally well for them. The mother of these two bulls is an exceptional Gunner daughter who is dark red, super uddered, easy fleshing and a true front pasture cow. 56A is cherry dark red, has a great hair coat, and is deep bodied, thick and stylish.
A stacked calving ease pedigree with Red Western and Red Ace plus the fact 61A had a birth weight of 80 lbs yet had a 205 day adjusted weaning weight of 802 lbs. His mother is a beautiful uddered, young cow with a lot of future in her. In last year’s sale Prairie Sky Land & Cattle bought a really good Specialist son out of her that had a 76 lb birth weight. This young Red Western son should be a calving ease prospect with his low birth weight, his 281 day gestation and his smoothness. He also possesses lots of middle, quarter and power. He’s a bull to look up sale day.

**IPU RED WESTERN 61A**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

PG791493  |  IPU 61A  |  25 January 2013

WS BEEF MAKER R13
IPU RED WESTERN 49X PG734970
IPU S2N POCOHONTAS 215U
WHEATLAND RED ACE 747T
IPU PEGGY 2X PG734937
SUNNY VALLEY BRANDY 64U

HOKKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
DCR MS RIBEYE N72
TNT ACCELERATOR S226
IPU RED POCOHONTAS S2N
TNT TOP GUN R244
WHEATLAND LADY 902J
LFE RED NEVADA S59N
BLCC MISS 80R

BW: 80. 205 day: 802. EPDs: 13.8 1.2 69.8 97.0 9.8 56.5 21.6

Another Marksman son out of a tremendous Big Sky cow, 71M. She’s had five sons go through this sale, most recently a Crosby son sold to Albrecht Farms, a purebred breeder from Spirit River, AB. Another to Oak Hill Farms, the Bere’s from Melville, SK and an Accelerator son sold in our 2009 sale to Rainalta Simmentals, Rainier, AB. 71M is a deep ribbed, dark red, brood cow that’s been in our flush program. 66A is dark red and very smooth made.

**IPU 71M MARKSMAN 66A**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

PG791498  |  IPU 66A  |  25 January 2013

CMS TRADMARK 756T
KOP MARKSMAN 36Y PG750551
KOP MS WHEATIE 107U
ER BIG SKY 545B
IPU RED MS BIG SKY 71M PG85096
DELL’S RITA 23K

CMS RED POLLED ICON 16P
CMS LUBA 23L
WHEATLAND BULL 655S
KOP MS BENGE 6P
ER BLACK MACK 568Y
JKE 38W
SV RED ROMEO 6851
SPM CASH ADO 7A

BW: 102. 205 day: 760. EPDs: 6.7 3.6 66.6 86.7 10.0 65.4 32.1

Here’s a really good three quarter calf sired by Lotto and mothered by a really good Red Label – Purebred Red Angus half blood we purchased out of the Remington Cattle Co. dispersal. 77A had a really good actual weaning weight of 850 lbs and has always been a stout, thick, impressive bull calf. He would sire an excellent set of replacement heifers and sire those good, soggy steer calves that are so in demand at the auction markets.

**IPU RED LOTTO 77A**

**POLLED ¾ MALE**

PRS791507  |  IPU 77A  |  27 January 2013

KOP CROSBY 137W
SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y BPG73441
SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 25T
REMINGTON RED LABEL HR
REMINGTON F1 RHODA 11U PRS701050
RED ANGUS/RED ANGUS

MUIRHEAD LIVE WIRE 95R
KOP MS BENGE 6P
SPRINGCREEK TANK 63P
SPRINGCREEK LINNE 71P
DNS DREAM ON L186
HS REFLECTIONS J34

BW: 96. 205 day: 787. EPDs: 4.5 2.5 57.4 84.2 5.6 57.4 28.7

We’ve been really impressed with these Red Western calves this year. Red Western was our high selling bull in our 2011 bull sale going to McMillen Ranching and Ashworth Farm & Ranch for $25,000. He’s done a great job for them as Ashworths sold a son of his, Red Mountain, for $75,000 in their bull sale last year. 76A is a really good calf and, again, should have calving ease built in being out of Red Western and a Specialist dam. His calving ease number is in the top 15% of the breed.

**IPU RED WESTERN 76A**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

PG791506  |  IPU 76A  |  26 January 2013

WS BEEF MAKER R13
IPU RED WESTERN 49X PG734970
IPU S2N POCOHONTAS 215U
IPU RED SPECIALIST 70T
IPU MS. SPECIALIST 241Y PG753470
IPU MS. EXCITER 36W

HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
DCR MS RIBEYE N72
TNT ACCELERATOR S226
IPU RED POCOHONTAS S2N
WHEATLAND RED TEDDY 457P
KBR BLACK EXCITER 75T
IPU MS BLACKBODYBUILDER 19R

BW: 94. 205 day: 787. EPDs: 10.8 3.1 67.5 99.4 5.7 57.9 24.1

Hoks Shear Force 38K DCR MS RIBEYE N72}
TNT ACCELERATOR S226 IPU RED POCOHONTAS S2N
WHEATLAND RED TEDDY 457P IPU MS RED RIBEYE 201R
KBR BLACK EXCITER 75T
IPU MS BLACK BODYBUILDER 19R

We’ve been really impressed with these Red Western calves this year. Red Western was our high selling bull in our 2011 bull sale going to McMillen Ranching and Ashworth Farm & Ranch for $25,000. He’s done a great job for them as Ashworths sold a son of his, Red Mountain, for $75,000 in their bull sale last year. 76A is a really good calf and, again, should have calving ease built in being out of Red Western and a Specialist dam. His calving ease number is in the top 15% of the breed.
Another dark red son of Red Western and out of a young Mercedes dam, 300X. Her first calf, a heifer sired by Specialist, now resides at Meadow Acres Farms. 93A has lots of hair, is dark red and should calve very good with his smooth make up. He also possesses a very nice, well balanced set of EPDs from calving, performance and maternal.

A dark red Commander son off of the mother of IPU Redskin 105X who was sold to Mandan Simmental Ranch in North Dakota for $16,500 in our 2011 bull sale and has done such a great job. His daughters are phenomenal. We also sold a full brother to Redskin 105X in last year’s sale to Wayne Petterson at Ogema, SK and in our 2012 sale another son sold to Bob Spier at Brock, SK. Red Jem 46T has been getting the job done as seen by her Commander son, 99A.

This dark red Commander son wasn’t cooperating on our picture day and we didn’t get a good enough picture of him but he is sure worthy of having one. He has an outstanding pedigree, being out of an Accelerator daughter that’s out of the famous Pocahontas 52N cow. His dam’s full sister is the dam of the Red Western bull. Commander is a Starquest son that we really liked when he was a calf and when his semen became available through Progressive Simmentals we bought some and have a few of his sons in the sale this year. 123A himself is dark, dark red, moderate framed, has lots of barrel and rib and has a beautiful hair coat.
Here's a really good, red, blaze faced, Chakota son out of an excellent Beef Maker daughter who, in last year’s bull sale, had her first son, a nice, smooth Specialist calf, sell to Rae Tutor & Robin Frerotte of Meyronne, SK. 115A goes back to one of our strongest cow families, the Noremac 16M family. Chakota 115A ranked #2 out of 72 contemporaries in his group for weaning wt with an adjusted 205 day wt of 887 lbs and had a weight per day of age at weaning of 4.13. He’s sired by our high seller in our 2012 sale, IPU Red Chakota 18Y, that was a red, blaze faced Liner 56U son. They are very much look a likes, with their beautiful blaze face, no other white, great hair coats, deep ribs and lots of muscle.

Here’s a really interesting bull! He’s as dark red as you can make them without being black. He’s super long, very stylish, deep ribbed and has a good hip and quarter. He’s been one of the favorites all year long. He is mothered by a really neat, dark red, Specialist daughter with an excellent udder. 133A has the #2 rank for adjusted weaning wt, with a 205 day adjusted wt of 879 lbs. With his color, style, length and thickness, along with his performance, this bull will draw some attention sale day.
A deep ribbed, nice hair coated Commander son out of a young Red Warrior daughter. He had an adjusted 205 day wt of 803 lbs, putting him in the top half of his group of contemporaries for adjusted weaning wt. His sire and grand sire are known for siring excellent females and 134A should as well.

Another great haired Commander calf with lots of depth and rib that was mothered by a really good Red Teddy daughter going back to the Shamrock 120L cow family.

We couldn't get a good picture of this big fella on picture weekend either. He's dark red, has a really good hair coat, lots of depth of rib, a big old muzzle on him and a great disposition. He would really add some performance in your calves and they would really be acceptable by the feedlots, as they would gain rapidly and make their owners dollars.

Here again is one of our favorites! These Red Western calves have really grown on us. This fellow is out of a really good first calf heifer that has a super udder. 166A is very stylish, correct, has lots of middle, is big topped, has excellent quarter and a big set of testicles. If I was looking for a heifer bull, this guy would be high on my list with an 86 lb birth weight, yet still an excellent, meaty, stylish herd bull. Our DNA results for homo polled should be back the first part of February. We thought they would be available for the sale catalog but there seems to be a real backup in results for some reason this year. Make sure you look this bull up on sale day.
IPU RED LOTTO 152A

POLLED PUREBRED MALE
PG791764  IPU 152A  6 February 2013

KOP CROSBY 137W
SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y BPG78441
SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 25T
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY HR 951
IPU MS. BLACKBIRD 223T BPG715261
IPU 964C BLACKBRID 140P

BW: 96. 205 day: 785. EPDs: 5.4  3.0  57.0  81.1  5.0  60.6  32.1
A non dilutor, red Lotto son out of an exceptional cow, Ms. Blackbird 223T. When we sold the big package of cows to Meadow Acres Farms this past year 223T was my third pick of our entire cow herd, so that tells you what I think of her. She’s moderate framed, solid black, easy fleshing, very feminine and has a super udder. Blackbird’s first calf sold through this sale in 2010 to Gord Gerrard of Southey, SK and Gord showed some of his offspring in the Agribition Commercial Pen Show this past year and won many classes, including Grand Champion Pen of Feeder Steers. Her second calf, a 56U daughter, was one of our feature black heifers in our 2011 sale and sold to Robb Farms at Maidstone. Her third calf, another Liner 56U daughter, is one of our feature black cows at LaBatte Simmentals. Her fourth calf sold in last year’s sale, an outstanding Black Advance son, to Springcreek Simmentals for $14,000 and was our high selling black bull. If you’re looking for a red bull with a great mother, look no further than Red Lotto 152A.

IPU Advance 144Z - maternal brother

POLLED PUREBRED MALE
PG791833  IPU 181A  12 February 2013

RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U BPTG88629
NEVAS L93
KBR BLACK EXCITER 75ST
IPU MS. EXCITER 120W BPG717248
IPU MS BLACK HOUSTON 61R

BW: 106. 205 day: 845. EPDs: 2.7  3.9  61.0  96.1  1.0  60.2  29.7
A Liner 56U red, power bull out of an outstanding, young Exciter daughter. 181A’s dam was our second pick of the herd and our #1 pick of our blacks. This tells you what she means to our program. In last year’s sale a full brother to 181A sold to Brian Uran of Ross, ND for $7250 and her first calf, a black baldy Sweet Meat heifer sold in our 2012 Simmsational offering to MI Simmentals for $16,000 and, as I write these footnotes, 120W just had another full sib to 181A and 91Z, a black baldy 56U heifer calf. The dam of this red 56U son is an exceptional female with a perfect udder. And it keeps getting better as the grandmother of 181A is the mother of IPU Red Chakota 18Y, our high seller in our 2012 bull sale. Her second calf, a 56U daughter, was one of our feature black heifers in our 2011 sale and sold to Robb Farms at Maidstone. Her third calf, another Liner 56U daughter, is one of our feature black cows at LaBatte Simmentals. Her fourth calf sold in last year’s sale, an outstanding Black Advance son, to Springcreek Simmentals for $14,000 and was our high selling black bull. If you’re looking for a red bull with a great mother, look no further than Red Lotto 152A.
### IPU Crosby 154A

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PG791774</th>
<th>IPU 154A</th>
<th>6 February 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KENCOMF POWERLINE 204L</td>
<td>GPF MISS BEARCLAW 100M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R PLUS 2169M</td>
<td>KOP MS FREIGHTLINER 34M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOP MS BENGIE 6P</td>
<td>WHEATLAND BULL 131L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHEATLAND RED TEDDY 457P</td>
<td>WHEATLAND LADY 9623</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPU MS GOLDMINE 72R</td>
<td>SS GOLD MINE L42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPU MS RED TEDDY 84T PG682846</td>
<td>IPU MS STETSON 183N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BW:** 96. 205 day: 770. **EPDs:** 4.5  3.8  64.9  91.6  10.1  58.5  26.0

A really stout made Crosby son off a good Red Teddy dam. 154A has a great hair coat, lots of depth of body, is correct, big topped and has lots of quarter. He has a great disposition to boot. This young Crosby son would sire quite a set of calves, whether replacement heifers or steer calves that are the kind that top the markets.

### IPU Commander 182A

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PG791834</th>
<th>IPU 182A</th>
<th>12 February 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STF STARQUEST N114</td>
<td>STF MONTANA BLACK KF25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFL COMMANDER 78R PTG647842</td>
<td>STF LEONA L260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFE RED TANKER 490P</td>
<td>LFE BLACK BULLSEYE 319J</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDSF TANKETTE 6T PG686699</td>
<td>BDSF 8L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BW:** 102. 205 day: 805. **EPDs:** 0.6  5.2  63.1  84.8  8.9  52.8  21.2

Here's a powerful, dark red son of Commander out of a real deep bodied, dark red, Red Tanker cow. This young Commander son should add some depth and performance into his progeny and sire an awesome set of feeder cattle.

### IPU Code Red 191A

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PG791914</th>
<th>IPU 191A</th>
<th>14 February 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KOP CROSBY 137W</td>
<td>MUIRHEAD LIVE WIRE 95R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPU CODE RED 53Y PG753063</td>
<td>KOP MS BENGIE 6P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDSF 8L</td>
<td>HART EXTRA EFFORT G289</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDSF HEATHER 9H</td>
<td>SS MS SPENNY 2P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDSF TANKETTE 6T PG686699</td>
<td>WHEATLAND RED TEDDY 457P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPU RED SPECIALIST 70T</td>
<td>IPU MS RED RIBEYE 201R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMINGTON MISS KNIGHT 13W PG715556</td>
<td>BAR 15 MISS KNIGHT78851G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMINGTON MISS KNIGHT 12T</td>
<td>HART EXTRA EFFORT G289</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BW:** 94. 205 day: 774. **EPDs:** 5.8  3.9  65.8  98.1  8.9  59.1  26.2

Another Code Red son that we are very excited about. He is just flat out good. Really a smooth made bull, lots of hair, depth and capacity, displays a load of muscle and top and has that “look at me” presence. His dam is a moderate framed, great uddered, Specialist daughter. This dark red, Code Red son is a three quarter brother to the 133A bull (Lot 34). You can see why Code Red got used heavily in our breeding program in 2013.
Again another feature calf out of our donor cow, NUG Pashmenia 403P. He is a full brother to 210A, lot 69, and maternal brother to 313Z and 322Z, lots 50 & 51. This is a tremendous calf! If you want to add some hair to your cattle this Lotto son will do it! He doesn't only have hair, he's super deep, has a great quarter and hip, big testicles, is correct, and has a nice blaze right down the middle of his head. He's dark, dark red and a non dilutor being out of two black parents which means if you bred some black cows to him you wouldn't get any gray calves. This bull has it all put together and is one of our feature bulls.

Well, Wade has another bull in the sale again this year and he's a good one. This Specialist son started off with a nice 86 lb birth weight, born from a blaze faced, first calf heifer and then he took off and really developed into a performance bull with a 205 day adjusted weight of 880 lbs. He's long, smooth and has an excellent quarter and top in him. His mother is good uddered and just getting ready to calve her second calf at the end of January. As an added bonus, his grandmother is a full Fleck cow. 200A would sire some great heifers and his male progeny would be high performing whether purebred or steers in the feedlot.
A stout, stout Liner 56U son off a young Black Joker cow, making 215A a non dilutor red herd bull. As the saying goes, this guy is full of meat and potatoes! Huge, big quarter on him, lots of barrel and depth of rib and a great hair coat. He has an adjusted 205 day weight of 842 lbs which ranks him in the top 15% of our herd. He has a really nice set of balanced EPDs and a different pedigree for the red Simmentals. He is a herd bull!

### IPU 56U RED LINER 215A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLLED PUREBRED MALE</th>
<th>19 February 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IPU 215A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCC/TOC LINE DRIVE M101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPTG688629 HOMESTEAD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEVAS L93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVF-BF BF26 BLACK JOKER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUG ABBEY GAL 956W BPG711372</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUG SHADOW 601S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BW:** 90, 205 day: 842. **EPDs:** 4.0 4.6 67.5 106.6 11.0 61.6 27.9

---

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PG791930 IPU 215A</th>
<th>19 February 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HC POWER DRIVE 88H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOZ SWEET TEMPTATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNT BLACK SHADOW 330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEVAS BLACK FOOT H619</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTS BLACK CASINO B408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVF-BF MABELLE C131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNT DYNAMITE BLACK L137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS KELSEY J852</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BW:** 90, 205 day: 842. **EPDs:** 4.0 4.6 67.5 106.6 11.0 61.6 27.9

---

A stout, stout Liner 56U son off a young Black Joker cow, making 215A a non dilutor red herd bull. As the saying goes, this guy is full of meat and potatoes! Huge, big quarter on him, lots of barrel and depth of rib and a great hair coat. He has an adjusted 205 day weight of 842 lbs which ranks him in the top 15% of our herd. He has a really nice set of balanced EPDs and a different pedigree for the red Simmentals. He is a herd bull!

### IPU 68M CROSBY 196A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLLED PUREBRED MALE</th>
<th>15 February 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PTG794653 IPU 196A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENCO/MF POWERLINE 204L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFP MISS BEARCLAW 100M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R PLUS 2109M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOP MS FREIGHTLINER 34M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDV FESTUS 35G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISS T CASINA D712</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW STOP LIGHT 024F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAPPES LADY MAGIC D19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BW:** 100, 205 day: 889. **EPDs:** 2.1 6.6 74.0 104.7 7.7 66.1 29.1

Pocahontas 68M just keeps producing the good ones. Crosby 196A is a maternal brother to the lot 1 and 2 bulls and a full brother to our high selling open heifer in our 2012 bull and female sale that sold to Meadow Acres Farms for $16,500. This calf should really produce outstanding females and be an udder fixer as Crosby is putting really good udders on his daughters and Pocahontas 68M has a perfect udder.
Our #1 indexing weaning weight bull. This mid March, Code Red son has performance to burn as his 205 day adjusted weaning weight was a whopping 912 lbs. He’s good haired, dark red, long, smooth and well muscled for his age. His mother is one of those good Red Label cows that are fast becoming some of the top cows in the breed. You can see why we’re pretty excited about his sire, IPU Code Red 53Y, as his three sons in this sale are outstanding and you’ll see a lot more progeny from him in the future.

Congratulations!

To our good bull customer, Gord & Sandy Gerrard of Southey, SK on showing Grand Champion Pen of Open Replacement Heifers and the Grand Champion Pen of Feeder Steers at the 2013 Canadian Western Agribition Commercial Show.

Full Fleckvieh. This is the one and only fullblood bull in this year’s sale but he’s really a good calf. As you know we sold our fullblood herd to Red Willow Ranch, the Tylers, in the fall of 2012 and kept were four or five old cows and a bred heifer, the mother of 20A. Deep down, I really like fullblood cattle and found myself buying a few top end heifers again this past fall. We’re not going to have a big herd of them, just really good quality fullbloods. 20A is cherry dark red, full Fleck, has big wrap around goggles, great hair and good muscle and depth. He’s really a good calf, whether you want to breed traditional cows, black cows or white cows, he’s the right kind.
Again, a couple of feature bulls out of NUG Pashmienia 403P, one of the best black cows that we have ever owned. She's had several sons already go through our bull sale and most have been top sellers. She has bulls in the herds of Clifford Land & Cattle Co., AB, Jean-Francois Leblond, PQ, Lyle Jeffery, SK, the group of Soderglen Ranches, AB, Westwood Land & Cattle, SK, Circle 7 Ranch, SK, and two full brothers to 313Z and 322Z at Reitan Holdings, SK. She also has two other bulls in the sale this year, Springcreek Lotto sons, both blaze faced, IPU 198A and IPU 210A. This Full Throttle son, 313Z, is an embryo calf that has a little extra age, being born Nov 30/12. He's very stylish, has a beautiful hair coat, lots of spring and depth of rib, is good quartered and just a very complete bull. He and his brother, 322Z, are definite sale features in this year's sale.

A definite sale feature bull, as is 313Z. This guy has an absolutely huge, big old butt on him, has really a lot of depth of rib and spring of rib, moves very well for a bull with as much muscle as he does, is wide topped and has a nice blaze down the middle of his head. These black baldy bulls are getting very popular with both the purebred man and the commercial man. We plan on drawing a little semen off of these two bulls for in herd use only and use them in our breeding program in 2014. That's how much we think of them.
A great Shear Force son out of our #1 pick of our cow herd, IPU 52N Ms Pocahontas 2Y. She’s a beautiful red 56U daughter, moderate, coming 3 year old out of the famous Pocahontas 52N cow. 2Y has loads of capacity, a beautiful udder and is just a great, young, front pasture cow that’s going straight into our embryo transplant program this spring. Simulater had a nice 80 lb birth weight, was born unassisted, had a short gestation of 280 days and had super vigor at birth. He’s grown into a herd sire. He had an actual weaning weight of 905 lbs which ranked him in the top 10% of our herd and he continues to impress. He has an impeccable pedigree and will be a bull you’ll want to look up sale day.

A big time performance bull that’s been a good one since day one. His full brother sold in last year’s sale to Cory Pettersen of Gladmar, SK. He was about the 20th bull Cory has bought from us as he has switched his whole bull battery over from Angus to black and red Simmental. Titanic’s dam has also produced bulls working in the herds of Jeff Weal of Assiniboia, SK and a herd bull for Mader Ranches, AB. 51A was one of our heaviest weaning bulls at 955 lbs. He’s a bull that will put lots of extra pounds in his calves at weaning time and produce calves that would demand premiums at the auction market.
**BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

**BPG791452**  
**IPU 3A**  
**TWIN**  
**12 January 2013**

- **KOP CROSBY 137W**
- **SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y BPG736441**
- **SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 25T**
- **PVF-BF 26 BLACK JOKER**
- **PSR MISS PELTON M213 BPG600687**
- **MISS PELTON K058**

**MUIRHEAD LIVE WIRE 95R**  
**KOP MS BENGIE 6P**  
**SPRINGCREEK TANK 63P**  
**SPRINGCREEK LINNE 71P**  
**BLACK CASINO B408**  
**PVF-BF MABELLE C131**

**BW:** 76, 205 day: 781.  
**EPDs:** 2.6  3.2  60.3  89.9  7.3  63.6  33.4

Here’s a Black Joker cow that knows how to get it done. She’s twelve years old and still producing great and she’s due for an end of January MRL El Tigre 42Z calf. She’s had several bulls go through the bull sale over the years, selling to the good operations of Lloyd Beitch, SK, two bulls to Reitan Holdings, SK and the great IPU Heavyweight bull that sold to Yellow Rose Cattle Co., AB and X-T Simmentals, the Lundbergs, SK, and now this Lotto son in this year’s sale. He’s a very good bull. He had an actual weaning weight of 890 lbs, he’s smooth, long and well muscled. If you need a little extra milk in your cows this guy could add that with a +33 milk EPD, that’s in the top 10% of the breed and his twelve year old dam still has an excellent udder.

---

**BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

**BPG791467**  
**IPU 28A**  
**20 January 2013**

- **KOP CROSBY 137W**
- **SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y BPG736441**
- **SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 25T**
- **WLE POWER STROKE PVF-CW RAPID FIRE 0195K**
- **X-T RAVEN 25R BPG640542**
- **X-T OVERLOAD 82L**
- **X-T MISS PAYLOAD 130N**
- **X-T MISS B&G 30K**

**BW:** 96. 205 day: 814.  
**EPDs:** 3.8  3.4  63.3  93.8  6.5  62.0  30.3

A good Lotto son with style, hair, muscle and depth. His mother is a very good Rapid Fire cow that comes from the X-T program. 28A came off his mother at 905 lbs this fall and continues to perform. Again, another bull with a high milk EPD that should sire some very good replacement females.

---

**BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

**BPG791491**  
**IPU 59A**  
**24 January 2013**

- **HC POWER DRIVE 88H**
- **BOZ SWEET TEMPTATION**
- **TNT BLACK SHADOW 330**
- **NEVAS BLACK FOOT H819**
- **HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K**
- **CDI MISS SAVANNA 3R**
- **WS EXPRESSWAY S34**
- **D BAR C BLK MUMBO 042K**

**BW:** 98. 205 day: 783.  
**EPDs:** 9.7  2.6  66.9  103.5  11.7  60.7  27.3

Here’s a thick made, great hair coated 56U son out of a really nicely made, good uddered Shear Force granddaughter. He has really a nice set of well balanced EPDs and would sire an excellent set of replacement females.

---

**BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

**BPG791494**  
**IPU 62A**  
**25 January 2013**

- **RC/TCF LINE DRIVE M131**
- **SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U BPTG688629**
- **NEVAS L93**
- **CDI SHEAR FORCE 41T**
- **D BAR C BLK MUMBO 68X BPG727939**
- **D BAR C BLK MUMBO 895U**

**HC POWER DRIVE 88H**
**BOZ SWEET TEMPTATION**
**TNT BLACK SHADOW 330**
**NEVAS BLACK FOOT H819**
**ELLINGSON BLACK PERFECTOR BROOKS ABOVE PAR**
**STF REBECA**
**IPU MS ABOVE PAR 94T BPG682806**
**IPU MS. BLACK CZAR 127P**

**BW:** 104. 205 day: 713.  
**EPDs:** 7.6  3.2  66.9  105.9  10.0  53.1  19.6

Another Liner 56U son out of an Above Par cow going back to a black baldy, half Fleck cow, 127P. This guy has hair, meat and muscle and kind of a different pedigree in the black Simmentals.
A really good Lotto son out of a good Five Star female. He would be heterozygous black for color as he’s out of a red female. He has lots of depth of body, good quarter and would sire a lot of good, thick, beefy calves.

**BW: 100. 205 day: 789. EPDs: 1.0 4.8 69.5 104.0 7.8 60.6 25.8**

This is a very stylish Lotto son that has just a super hair coat, lots of middle, spring of rib, is big butted and structurally very correct. His mother is a real easy fleshing, Extra Effort daughter that is nice uddered, has lots of milk and goes back to the good old Black Tarmac cow. 78A would really add some style, uniformity and fleshing ability into his offspring.

**BW: 98. 205 day: 727. EPDs: 4.2 2.7 56.2 81.8 8.9 54.6 26.4**

Again a good Lotto son out of a really good uddered PTO daughter going back to the good, black Bodybuilder cow, 19R. Again this guy has a really nice hair coat, lots of rib shape and quarter.
Here's a very smooth made, solid black son of Drake Poker Face. We’re just calving our first set of Poker Face females and what beautiful udders they have and, to date, have all calved unassisted. 89A’s mother, a first calving Exciter daughter, was in Meadow Acres Farms first two picks of our cow herd, so that tells you what they thought of his mother. With an 80 lb birth weight and as smooth as he’s made, he could be destined for the heifer pen.

A nice, stylish calf sired by Liner 56U and out of an easy fleshing, broody, Above Par dam. We sold a full brother to 92A in our 2011 sale to Rod & Carol Baumgartner of Kendal, SK. He was very similar in type, deep bodied, good haired and very sound. Liner 56U has done quite a job for us, siring many top bulls going through this sale. He stamps them with loads of hair, good testicles, lots of capacity and stoutness. But even more impressive are his females. We’ve never used a bull that puts better udders on his daughters, they’re feminine made and produce. This Liner 56U son has all his qualities and he himself is out of a very good uddered Ranch Hand cow.
A herd sire here! A thick, stout, blaze faced, long bodied, big topped Poker Face son out of a first calving Tank 1U daughter. Really like this bull a lot. These blaze face cattle are becoming more popular all the time. The order buyers and feedlot operators like these cattle with a little chrome on them, knowing there's probably some Simmental influence in them to give them gainability and the carcass value they're looking for. This would be an excellent choice for your next herd sire.

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG791521   IPU 96A   29 January 2013

JS SURE BET 4T
DRAKE POKER FACE 2X BPG729546
DRAKE TULA 1R
SPRINGCREEK BLK TANK 1U
IPU MS. BLACK TANK 52Y BPG753062
IPU MS BLACK STETSON 246T

SVF/NJC MO TOWN M216
JS BLACK MAGIC WOMAN 13P
TCF/RCC TEMPTATION G3640
DCC 5N
SPRINGCREEK TANK 63P
SPRINGCREEK ROSE 5P
LAZY S BLACK STETSON 129L
IPU MS RED RIBEYE 203P

BW: 94. 205 day: 814. EPDs: 5.0   3.4   67.9   102.0   6.7   54.2   20.2

This was one of Wilf Davis' favorite bulls when he took pictures at our place the first part of January and I respect Wilf's opinion as much as anyone's. He has lots of performance, good barrel, wide top, lots of muscle shape and volume. These are the kind of bulls that are making Simmentals so popular today. Put him on some Black Angus cows and you'd have people knocking down the door to buy replacement females from you.

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE
BPG791818   IPU 162A   9 February 2013

RCCTCF LINE DRIVE M181
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U BPTG688629
NEVAS L93
IPU BLACK HEAVYWEIGHT 64S
YR BLK PRIMADONNA 909W BPG716605
YR BLACK PRIMADONNA 58P

HC POWER DRIVE 88H
BOZ SWEET TEMPTATION
TNT BLACK SHADOW 330
NEVAS BLACK FOOT H819
BF L113 HERO
PSR MISS PELTON M213
JB BLK SAUGAHATCHEE 5K
YR RED PRIMADONNA 13L

BW: 102. 205 day: 835. EPDs: 2.3   5.3   73.2   112.2   8.6   61.4   24.8

This one was of Will Davis' favorite bulls when he took pictures at our place the first part of January and I respect Wilf's opinion as much as anyone's. He has lots of performance, good barrel, wide top, lots of muscle shape and volume. These are the kind of bulls that are making Simmentals so popular today. Put him on some Black Angus cows and you'd have people knocking down the door to buy replacement females from you.
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE  
BPG791781        IPU 156A  
KOP CROSBY 137W  
SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y  
SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 25T  
WHEATLAND BULL 459P  
IPU MS SEVENS 8T BG682845  
IPU BLACK MS HERO 66R  
BW: 108. 205 day: 785. EPDs: 3.1  4.4  69.3  103.5  8.0  63.9  29.3  
Another Springcreek Lotto son out of the fabulous Sevens 8T cow. This blaze faced cow is a gorgeous cow, as is her mother and grandmother, the Lucy 61K cow. They're all blaze faced, easy fleshing, performance cows with perfect udders. The Lucy cow family is one of the best in our herd. If you want a bull to sire some replacement females for you, this could be the one. In last year's sale we sold a really good, black, blaze heifer to Garrett Skeels of Rimbey, AB out of 8T.

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE  
BPG791916        IPU 197A  
HC POWER DRIVE 88H  
BOE SWEET TEMPTATION  
TNT BLACK SHADOW 330  
NEVAS BLACK FOOT 1819  
NEVAS ZIMA D35  
BDV AUTUMN E25  
BLACK MICK  
ECCO MS ERIN 8066  
BW: 106. 205 day: 835. EPDs: 3.4  6.1  71.2  103.0  7.8  56.9  21.3  
Here's a performance bull raised by his good, thirteen year old dam, Miss Nicky 139K. She is a cow that has a ton of volume and capacity. She has sold numerous sons through this sale over the years to top producers like X-T Simmentals, Windmill Simmentals, Cory Pettersen and Reserve Creek Farms, and Downey Farms. 197A will sire calves that will push the scale down in the fall and put a lot of dollars in your pocket.

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE  
BPG791803        IPU 180A  
KOP CROSBY 137W  
SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y  
SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 25T  
PRL HOUSTON 005H  
IPU MS BLACK HOUSTON 61R BPG645126  
MS SPLIT DIAMOND F202  
BW: 84. 205 day: 801. EPDs: 2.8  3.3  58.9  88.3  8.0  61.7  32.2  
A very moderate framed, thick, beefy, Lotto son out of the dam of Red Chakota 18Y. Lotto is the black, high selling Crosby son out of Springcreek Simmentals sale that ourselves and Blacksand Simmentals purchased and later sold the semen rights to Genex. This is his first crop of calves we're selling and we are very pleased with them. 180A's dam is a black, blaze faced Houston daughter that we flushed to Lotto resulting in 180A. If you want to moderate some cows in size, add some thickness and milk, this bull should do the job.
69  
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE  
IPU 210A    17 February 2013  
KOP CROSBY 137W  
SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y BPG736441  
SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 2ST  
PVF-BF BF26 BLACK JOKER  
NUG PASHMENIA 403P BPG630736  
NUG VIOLET243M  
MUIRHEAD LIVE WIRE 95R  
KOP MS BENJIE 6P  
SPRINGCREEK TANK 63P  
SPRINGCREEK LINNE 71P  
HARTS BLACK CASINO 8408  
PVF-BF MASELLE C131  
DOUBLE BAR D MAX 05K  
MISS 4S 195H  
BW: 104. 205 day: 807. EPDs: 2.0  3.6  58.4  88.1  6.7  62.5  33.3  
Another 403P son in the sale! This moderate framed Lotto son is a transplant calf who is a full brother to Lotto 198A, lot 44, and a maternal brother to 313Z and 322Z, lots 50 & 51. He’s a little younger in age than his big brothers, but still displays the muscle pattern, nice hair coat and has that real nice blaze down the middle of his head.

70  
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE  
BPG791933    IPU 224A    22 February 2013  
RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181  
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U BPTG688629  
NEVAS L93  
TNT ACCELERATOR S226  
IPU MS. RED ESSENCE 257U PG700439  
MISS R PLUS 601P  
HC POWER DRIVE 88H  
BOZ SWEET TEMPTATION  
TNT BLACK SHADOW 330  
NEVAS BLACK FOOT H819  
TNT GUNNER N208  
TNT MISS ALMA J83  
ER BIG SKY 545B  
IPU RED MS IMPACT 24D  
BW: 96. 205 day: 826. EPDs: 4.3  5.5  76.3  113.8  8.7  62.7  24.5  
An end of February, Liner 56U son that has a lot of performance and growth. He’s mothered by an Accelerator daughter going back to a really good Big Sky cow. 224A is like all the other 56U sons. He has that good hair, lots of top, rib and substance. Again, a bull that will add a lot of pounds to your calf crop.

71  
POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE  
PG791466    IPU 22A    18 January 2013  
CMS TRADMARK 75T  
KOP MARKSMAN 36Y PG750551  
KOP MS WHEATIE 107U  
KNK/CRS RED BULL 53T  
IPU RED SATIN 46Y PG753034  
IPU 68M ESSENCE 95W  
CMS RED POLLED ICON 16P  
CMS LUBA 23L  
WHEATLAND BULL 655S  
KOP MS BENJIE 6P  
THSF FREEDOM 300N  
202 MISS MACRO 53P  
TNT ACCELERATOR S126  
IPU RED POCOHONTAS 68M  
BW: 76. 205 day: 626. EPDs: 0.8  6.1  78.5  113.8  5.3  58.4  19.2  
Open.  
A moderate, pear shaped Marksman heifer out of a first calving Red Bull daughter going back to the Pocahontas 68M cow family. Marksman is a CMS Tradmark son out of a Red Label granddaughter going back to the Wheatland 902J cow. This heifer has two of the elite cows in the breed in her pedigree, 902J and 68M. She could be one of the sleepers of the sale heifers.

72  
POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE  
PG791980    IPU 42A    22 January 2013  
HOOHKS SHEAR FORCE 38K  
MAR MAC ROSCO 22X PG728704  
MAR MAC SASSY LADY 39S  
SWAN LAKE LISA 14 Y PG742332  
SLH MISS SWAN 23W  
NICHOLS BLK DESTINY G151  
C&D TRACY  
REMIN Ak NGTON RED LABEL HR  
MAR MAC SASSY 27P  
NICHOLS BLK DESTINY G151  
C&D TRACY  
KWA RED DESIGN 52S  
HILLCREST MISS LISA 58L  
BW: 76. 205 day: 649. EPDs: 16.8  -0.8  60.8  88.9  14.3  63.0  32.5  
Open.  
This is a double bred Shear Force daughter that we purchased the dam of from Swan Lake Farms in the Simmsational 2012 sale as a bred heifer. She was our pick of Greg’s red bred heifers. She has outstanding calving ease and maternal EPD numbers as well as high carcass value numbers. She should make a really good, high milking, volume cow.
73  
**IPU MS. CHAKOTA 26A**

**POPPLED PUREBRED FEMALE**

IPU 26A 19 January 2013

- SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
- IPU RED CHAKOTA 18Y PG752965
- IPU MS BLACK HOUSTON 61R
- ANKONIAN RED CAESAR
- REMINGTON REWARD 136U PG710391
- Bar 15 SP REWARD 93M

**BW:** 80.  **WNG:** 720.  **205 day:** 646.  **EPDs:** 3.9  68.4  102.4  12.9  59.9  25.7

Open.

A red, blaze faced Chakota heifer out of a young Red Caesar cow we purchased from Remington Cattle Co. This heifer’s sire was our high seller in our 2012 bull sale, a super, red, blazed, Liner 56U son selling to Tessier Simmentals and Diamond M Ranch. This heifer has lots of length, rib and style.

---

74  
**IPU MS. RED WESTERN 33A**

This is one of our feature red heifers, and we really think a lot of her. She’s dark red, very broody, nice fronted, has lots of natural muscle, nice small teats and is very stylish. This is our first calf crop off of Red Western and we’re very impressed. He can be used on heifers with confidence and as they get older they start to impress you. We’re very happy with his heifer calves and bull calves.

---

75  
**IPU MS. RED LOTTO 44A**

**POPPLED PUREBRED FEMALE**

PG791481  IPU 44A 22 January 2013

- KOP CROSBY 137W
- SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y BPG734641
- SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 25T
- ASM BAR SAM 127L
- JONES’S RASPBERRY 19R PG646567
- WGAJ MISS HERKULES 1M

**BW:** 94.  **205 day:** 631.  **EPDs:** -0.6  6.3  71.1  94.6  2.7  60.4  24.8

Open.

Another good, red Lotto heifer out of the good old Raspberry 19R cow. 44A has a maternal sister now working in the herd of Meadow Acres Farms and in last year’s sale a maternal brother sold to Horsecreek Ranch at McCord, SK. This heifer is nice and deep, has good hair and is stylish. We think these Lotto daughters are going to make some excellent females.
An outstanding and feature heifer out of Springcreek Lotto and a super Specialist daughter, 17X. This heifer has lots of nice hair, is deep and thick, very nice fronted and will make an awesome cow. She has really a nice, balanced set of EPDs and good adjusted weaning weight of 712 lbs with no creep. We think this young Lotto female would make a front pasture cow in your herd.

**POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE**

PG791492  IPU 60A  25 January 2013

KOP CROSBY 137W  
SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y BPG73441  
SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 25T  
IPU RED SPECIALIST 70T  
IPU MS RED SPECIALIST 17X PG734947  
IPU MS. RED ESSENCE 188U  
MUHRHEAD LIVE WIRE 95R  
KOP MS BENGIE 6P  
SPRINGCREEK TANK 63P  
SPRINGCREEK UNNE 71P  
WHEATLAND RED TEDDY 457P  
IPU MS RED RIBEVE 201R  
TNT ACCELERATOR S226  
MS LAZY S RED P 161P  

BW: 90. 205 day: 712. EPDs: 6.6  3.4  66.1  100.6  6.8  57.3  24.2  
Open.

Sale Feature. This is an outstanding, red, polled purebred heifer! This dark red, great haired Esposito heifer is as thick and easy doing as you’ll find. Ourselves and Hay Valley Ranches purchased her mother out of the December 2012 Source sale from Crossroad Simmentals for $14,000, making her the high selling female of the sale. She is due to calve the end of January and then is going straight into our transplant program. 74A is so much like her mother – a real brood cow in the making.

**POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE**

PG791981  IPU 74A  26 January 2013

KOP CROSBY 137W  
KOP ESPOSITO 95Y PG750626  
KOP MS TOUCHDOWN 67U  
LFE BS LEWIS 322U  
CROSSROAD YURA QUEEN 366Y PG765012  
CROSSROAD U’LIZA 746U  
MUHRHEAD LIVE WIRE 95R  
KOP MS BENGIE 6P  
IPU RED TOUCHDOWN 32S  
3D MISS BLK BABE 461S  
R PLUS BLACKEDGE  
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S  
TNT GUNNER N208  
LFE AMBER 677L  

BW: 90. 205 day: 759. EPDs: 8.3  4.1  68.2  94.9  11.7  60.0  25.9  
Open.

**IPU MS. RED LOTTO 60A**

An outstanding and feature heifer out of Springcreek Lotto and a super Specialist daughter, 17X. This heifer has lots of nice hair, is deep and thick, very nice fronted and will make an awesome cow. She has really a nice, balanced set of EPDs and good adjusted weaning weight of 712 lbs with no creep. We think this young Lotto female would make a front pasture cow in your herd.

Crossroad Yura Queen 566Y

**IPU MS. YURA QUEEN 74A**

Sale Feature. This is an outstanding, red, polled purebred heifer! This dark red, great haired Esposito heifer is as thick and easy doing as you’ll find. Ourselves and Hay Valley Ranches purchased her mother out of the December 2012 Source sale from Crossroad Simmentals for $14,000, making her the high selling female of the sale. She is due to calve the end of January and then is going straight into our transplant program. 74A is so much like her mother – a real brood cow in the making.
IPU MS. TESS 53A

**POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE**

PG791976  IPU 53A  24 January 2013

CDI/PLCC DR. PHIL 145U
TESS RED 56Y PG754500
TESS MS RED 670S
SPRINGCREEK LINER 91P
WINDMILL MS LINER 36W PG710422
WINDMILL MS REDMAN 62P

BW: 80. 205 day: 632. EPDs: 8.0  1.9  63.7  86.3  12.0  61.2  29.3

Open.

This dark red heifer is out of a Springcreek Liner 91P daughter that we purchased out of the Windmill Simmentals dispersal sale as a heifer calf and is sired by Tess Red 56Y who was Tessier Simmentals feature and high selling bull out of Ashworth's 2012 bull sale. He is a Dr. Phil son out of a really good Red Shocker 226L daughter.

---

IPU MS. CROSBY 80A

**POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE**

PG791509  IPU 80A  27 January 2013

MUIRHEAD LIVE WIRE 95R
KOP CROSBY 137W PG718093
KOP MS BENGIE 6P
HART RED CHIEF J242
IPU POCAHONTAS 243W PG710422
TNT MISS MACKFRID F148
TNT MISS RED BRO D156

BW: 88. 205 day: 618. EPDs: 3.8  4.3  68.8  99.6  10.3  64.2  29.8

Open.

An own daughter of Crosby out of a beautiful, young, Red Chief cow that was an embryo calf out of the 148F Mackfrid cow. Pocahontas 243W is the youngest Red Chief female we have. You know what we think of the Red Chief females – none better! Wade put a few embryos in for us in 2008 and it resulted in 80A's dam and a bull calf. Ms. Crosby 80A should be very maternal being out of Crosby and a Red Chief cow.

---

IPU MS. MARKSMAN 95A

**POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE**

PG791520  IPU 95A  29 January 2013

CMS TRADMARK 756T
KOP MARKSMAN 36Y PG750551
KOP MS WHEATIE 107U
TNT ACCELERATOR S226
IPU MS. RED ESSENCE 54Y PG750364
IPU RED POCAHONTAS 91P

BW: 94. 205 day: 679. EPDs: 5.4  4.1  68.4  94.5  6.5  60.0  25.8

Open.

A real nice Marksman heifer out of a first calving Accelerator daughter, again going back to a Red Chief cow. This heifer is dark red, feminine, long, deep ribbed and super nice fronted. We feel this heifer will be a good producing female for her new owners.

---

IPU MS. MARKSMAN 112A

**POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE**

PG791689  IPU 112A  31 January 2013

CMS TRADMARK 756T
KOP MARKSMAN 36Y PG750551
KOP MS WHEATIE 107U
TNT ACCELERATOR S226
IPU MS. RED ESSENCE 226X PG735121
FGAF ROYAL QUEEN 205R

BW: 88. 205 day: 710. EPDs: 3.2  6.1  77.4  110.6  7.4  62.6  23.9

Open.

This is a really good Marksman heifer out of, again, a first calving Accelerator daughter. This heifer was in heat the day we were taking the heifer pictures and we just couldn't get her to stand still. Her dam is a full sister to the $23,000 Newsmaker 102W bull that sold to Crossroad Farms in our 2010 bull sale and is doing a great job for them. This heifer is a good one, deep, stout and broody.
WHEATLAND RED TEDDY 457P
IPU RED SPECIALIST 70T PG682864
IPU MS RED RIBEYE 201R
TNT ACCELERATOR S226
IPU MS. ESSENCE 83Y PG753113
IPU RED POCAHONTAS 80R

BW: 80. 205 day: 681. EPDs: 10.9  1.9  57.2  86.2  6.3  49.0  20.4
Open.

A good, moderate framed Specialist daughter that is dark red, thick, pear shaped and attractive. Again, out of a first calving Accelerator daughter going back to a Red Chief cow. These Specialist daughters make excellent cows. They’re moderate framed, easy fleshing and have real good udders.

MUIRHEAD LIVE WIRE 95R KOP CROSBY 137W
SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y BPG736441
SPRINGCREEK TANK 63P
SPRINGCREEK LINNE 71P
WHEATLAND BULL 131L WHEATLAND RED TEDDY 457P
WHEATLAND LADY 902J
IPU MS. RED TEDDY 65W PG717214
IPU RED POCAHONTAS 49T

BW: 90. 205 day: 649. EPDs: 5.1  2.8  59.6  88.0  5.3  55.5  25.7
Open.

A quiet, dark red, Lotto heifer out of a good, young, Red Teddy cow going back to Red Chief, again. You can see where Red Chief played such an important part of our herd as he just keeps showing up in the background of our pedigrees. This heifer also goes back to the flush cow, Shamrock 120L. A good heifer with her depth, angularity and thickness.

WS BEEF MAKER R13
IPU RED WESTERN 49X PG734970
IPU 52N POCAHONTAS 215U
LBR CROCKET R81
IPU 16M MS. CROCKET 123Y PTG779828
LCL MISS NOREMAC 18M

BW: 90. 205 day: 747. EPDs: 10.1  3.4  76.5  108.8  6.7  66.4  28.1
Open.

Here is a really good, Red Western heifer out of a first calving, Crocket dam going back to the matron cow, Miss Noremac 16M. This heifer is dark red, thick and deep and is going to make a great young female. She has an excellent set of EPDs and ranked #9 against all her contemporaries for 205 day adjusted weaning weight. This is one I’d be looking up on sale day.

CMS RED POLLED ICON 16P
CMS LUBA 23L
WHEATLAND BULL 655S
KOP MS BENGIE 6P
TNT GUNNER N208
TNT MISS ALMA J83
BBS ZIMA D55
TNT MISS AMERICA F70

BW: 94. 205 day: 678. EPDs: 3.5  5.0  72.6  100.2  6.0  61.3  25.0
Open.

A feature heifer again! This red, blazed Marksman heifer is one of our favorites for sure. Her mother is a really good, red, blaze faced, Accelerator daughter and her red, blaze faced, Zima grandmother was one of our favorite cows ever, on the place. This heifer is super deep, has good thickness, is stylish and has that desirable blaze face that’s becoming so popular with breeders and commercial cattle men and women.
Well, the grand kids have a great heifer in the sale again this year, that's three years in a row that their Lazy Bar-B cow has had a heifer calf. They would like to thank Progressive Simmentals and Downey Farms for buying their first two. This year's Marksman heifer is powerful, dark cherry red, has lots of middle and thickness and a real good hair coat. Our grand kids are very special to us, each and every one of them. They are now 3 to 10 years old and growing way too fast. We're taking this money from their cow and splitting it up six ways so that when they get done their high school and want to further their education they have a little saved up to help pay for further schooling. This is a special lot for Grandma and I and I hope you appreciate this really good, high performing heifer.

Consigned by: Brodyn, Emry, Jory, Jenna, Zayne & Sierra (The Grand Kids)

POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE
PG791760    IPU 151A       6 February 2013
CMS TRADMARK 756T
KOP MARKSMAN 36Y PG750551
KOP MS WHEATIE 107U
CROSSROAD SONNY 620T
LAZY BAR-B 26W PG722875
LAZY BAR-B 8 GIGMARK8T

BW: 90. 205 day: 739. EPDs: 5.1  3.9  68.7  94.7  9.4  64.0  29.7
Open.

Another one of those Marksman daughters out of a really good producing cow, Miss R Plus 3164N. She has raised sons for D Bar K Simmentals of Bowsman, MB and RBD Ranch, the McKims, of Milestone, SK. We have a really good daughter of hers, a Mercedes female, working in our herd. There will be some productivity in this young 131A female.

Consigned by: Brodyn, Emry, Jory, Jenna, Zayne & Sierra (The Grand Kids)
POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE
PG791940    IPU 239A
28 February 2013
KOP CROSBY 137W
IPU CODE RED 53Y PG753063
KIP MS RED EFFORT 104S
KBR BLACK EXCITER 758T
IPU MS EXCITER 50W PG717206
IPU MS GRANITE 5R

MUIRHEAD LIVE WIRE 95R
KOP MS BENJIE 6P
HART EXTRA EFFORT G289
SLJS MS PENNY 2P
SKORS SUPER POWER 95R
LFE BLACK LADY 58M
JBS MR GRANITE 29J
LBR D-412

BW: 88. 205 day: 716. EPDs: 0.2  6.3  67.9  97.6  6.9  63.0  29.0
Open.
This is a really good, dark red, Code Red daughter that was born the last day of
February. We’re super pleased with our Code Red progeny in 2013 and that’s
why he was used heavily in our program this past year. His progeny have lots of
volume, thickness and growth. They are usually dark red in color and attractive.
This is one of the best in the 2014 Edition Spring Bull & Female Sale.

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE
BPG791489    IPU 57A
24 January 2013
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
MAF R HORIZON 7Y PG744058
LFE KJLI DREAMLADY 79W
KBR BLACK EXCITER 758T
IPU MS EXCITER 186W PG717285
LRX BLACK SABRINA 90R

R PLUS BLACKEDGE
LFE BS MS ARNOLD 135S
LFE DREAMING RED 505S
KJLI ANNA 71P
SKORS SUPER POWER 95R
LFE BLACK LADY 58M
IPU RED NUGGET 132N
MS LAZY S BLK P 823M

BW: 96. 205 day: 671. EPDs: 3.9  4.8  72.1  101.5  8.6  56.5  20.4
Open.

Sale Feature. Here’s a beautiful black Horizon heifer. We had 35 Horizon heifers born in 2013. Our plan
was to keep them all and breed them all the same way to make three quarter brothers and sisters. We
are so impressed with them, the consistency they have, the easy fleshing like their brothers you’ll see
in the sale, and yet nice fronted, feminine females. We had a good, three quarter Horizon heifer and
when Meadow Acres Farms purchased their big package of cows from us we decided to give Dustin
and Kirsten’s two little girls the heifer to start their Simmental career and maybe help their college fund.
And now we decided to part with our only black Horizon heifer and make her our feature lot in our 2014
female portion of the bull and female sale. She is quite a heifer, so very nice fronted, long necked, yet
full of meat and middle. She’s really pear shaped, is going to have a nice udder with small, little teats,
has super, super hair – just a brood cow in the making. Her maternal sister just sold at Simmsational
this past December for $15,000 to Bar M Simmentals of Gillette, WY. She was a beautiful, showy,
Poker Face heifer. 57A is something very special and we think you’ll like her a lot come sale day.
We decided to put a couple of Liner 56U daughters in the sale to share with you. His progeny can only be sourced at a very few operations as he’s been kept very exclusive. His daughters are going to make exceptional cows with great udders. As we said before, we’ve never used a bull that improves udders as much as 56U does. Maybe Red chief daughters would be close. This heifer is long, smooth and will make a great cow for her future owner.

A feature Lotto heifer off a great, young cow that we purchased from Robb Farms as a heifer calf that goes back to Black Joker and back to our old matron black cow, 304Y. This heifer has a great hair coat, lots of rib and capacity and really a nice front and is stylish.

This is a heifer we shouldn’t be selling but you have to offer some of the top heifers too. We really like this young heifer’s mother, a black Red Quorum daughter that now resides at Meadow Acres Farms. We bought her out of the Remington dispersal where she was one of our main picks. This 138A heifer is very long, has lots of quarter, is smooth made and will be easy to find sale day.
**BLACK POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE**

**BPG791731**  
**IPU 140A**  
4 February 2013

**KOP CROSBY 137W**  
**SPRINGCREEK LOTTO 52Y BPG736441**  
**SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 25T**  
**HTP IVY LEAGUE**  
**HAAS RANCH P78 PG14789**  
**HAAS RANCH K121**  

BW: 100. 205 day: 603.  
EPDs: -1.2  7.5  73.8  109.2  5.8  59.8  22.9  
Open.  

A Lotto heifer out of a great cow. 140A’s mother is a big time capacity, outcross, Ivy League daughter that we bought out of the Haas Ranch dispersal in North Dakota. She was our #1 pick of the red cows. She has an outstanding Freedom heifer in our herd that’s fast rising to the top. If you’re looking for a Lotto heifer out of a great cow, here she is.

---

**BLACK POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE**

**BPG791910**  
**IPU 187A**  
13 February 2013

**RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181**  
**SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U BPTG686829**  
**NEVAS L93**  
**LFE RED TANKER 490P**  
**IPU. MS. BLK RAVEN 57X BPG734976**  
**X-T RAVEN 25R**  

BW: 90. 205 day: 657.  
EPDs: 5.1  4.7  71.5  108.5  9.7  59.3  23.5  
Open.  

This is the youngest black heifer in the sale. Again, sired by Liner 56U and out of a really good, black, Red Tanker daughter that goes back to an X-T Rapid Fire cow. As I said before, these Liner 56U daughters are producers. We sold a maternal sister to 187A in last year’s sale, Raven 57X’s first calf, to Percyview Farms Ltd. at Kisbey, SK.
Welcome to the 34th Annual LaBatte Simmentals Bull Sale. We are thrilled at the opportunity to be a part of this prestigious sale! We are a family operation consisting of grain and cattle on 7500 total acres. We have had the opportunity to acquire a large number of cows from the heart of Barry’s herd in 2013. These cows and becoming a part of this bull sale have been a great opportunity for us as breeders. Calving this year has been exciting and it will only get more exciting as these calves mature and we learn more about these cows!

This year we have on offer ten bulls from our existing cowherd. We are excited about this offering, as four of the bulls are out of MAF Horizon 7Y, the bull that we raised and sold to LaBatte’s, Oberle’s, Hay Valley and Maxwell Land and Cattle in December 2011 for $82,000. That being said, Horizon had big expectations from all the breeders involved in him and he has truly not disappointed. Much excitement has been created over the last few months with the females that have been sold in Western Canada and this spring will debut a strong offering of Horizon sons at this sale and others. This is one of a select few opportunities this spring to acquire a Horizon son for your bull battery. Don’t miss out!

We believe that we have a type of bull for everyone – calving ease, performance, maternal and paternal genetics that will work in any herd. Our bulls are part of a complete herd health program and have been vaccinated and boostered with Vista Once and Vision 8 Somnus as well as Ivomec and will have had their first shot of Fusoguard (footrot vaccine) by sale day. The bulls have been developed on rolled barley and oats with a protein supplement and have free choice onyx mineral and hay. They have not been pushed, and they are ready to go to work.

If you have any questions regarding our bulls, please feel free to contact any of us any time. The bulls are available to be viewed at home ahead of the sale or in Moose Jaw on Thursday the 27th. Please join us for some hospitality Thursday night or Friday for lunch. We look forward to seeing you in Moose Jaw on Feb 28th!

Meadow Acres
“The Fornwalds”

Meadow Acres Farms reserves the right to collect semen on any Meadow Acres Farms bull sold through this sale. The semen collection will be at Meadow Acres Farm’s expense and the buyer’s convenience. Any semen collected will be for Meadow Acres Farm’s in herd use only.

POLLED PUREBRED MALE
PG779751        FBL 152Z        28 December 2012
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
MAF R HORIZON 7Y PG744058
LFE KJLI DREAMLADY 79W
SPRINGCREEK TANK 63P
SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 98T BPG66412
SPRINGCREEK LINNE 51P

BW: 95. 205 day: 743. EPDs: 9.3 2.9 67.9 95.8 11.1 49.5 15.5

MAF Horizon 7Y

MAF 7Y

97

FIREWORKS 98T 152Z
Polled Testing Pending. Possibly the most complete bull we have on offer. A bull that we really considered keeping for ourselves, but our sacrifice will be someone’s excellent opportunity. 152Z is really hard to fault; he has that herd bull presence to him. A bull that is attractive with an abundance of muscle and shape. You really have to admire this bull for his big foot and he moves out so freely. His dam, 98T, is an attractive cow with a beautiful udder that doesn’t miss. She has another son, our high selling bull from last spring, working for Henry Lischka & Sons at Steelman, SK. This bull has a great future ahead of him.
Polled & Colour Tests Pending. This guy really has that look to him. He is a super attractive bull that doesn't give up any depth of body or thickness to get it. His dam is the great Remington Cassade 28T, who was the lead off female in the Remington Dispersal commanding $16,500, phenotypically a dream of a cow, with a picture perfect udder. He has three full sisters in the replacement pen that are all standouts. His excellent temperament and phenotype all contribute to him being a bull that will make a positive impact, in many aspects, to his new owner's herd.

MAIL LOCK N LOAD 99A

You likely won't find another one of these guys this spring, a solid black Horizon son. Horizon, the bull we raised and sold in Checkers 2011 to LaBatte Simmentals, Oberle Bros, Hay Valley and Maxwell Land and Cattle, has bred on like we expected him to; his calves are moderate framed, meaty and stylish. A full sib to 27A, lot 104, and to MAF Twisted Star 66A, who we sold in Shades of the Prairies in December to Sunny Valley Simmentals, Hanley, SK for $7,250. Soft made and awesome hair, this guy will produce the right kind.
**MAF KREUGER 147Z**

**BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE**  
BPG78794     FBL 147Z  
21 December 2012

WHEATLAND BULL 680S  
WHEATLAND STOUT 930W BPG74344  
WHEATLAND LADY 737 T  
OLF ODIN US  
LFE BS FORTUNE 720X BPG746710  
LFE BS FORTUNE 72W

BW: 84. 205 day: 791. EPDs: 13.7  2.5  69.2  110.4  10.3  58.8  24.2

Calving ease bull written all over this guys pedigree. He is in the top 4% for calving ease & 5% for birth weight and overall a very strong set of EPDs. Out of a first calf heifer, this calf had a 205 day weight of 791 lbs! Look for 147Z to add style and performance, make some heavy steers and beautiful replacement females, all while you rest easy.

**MAF STOUT 11A**

**BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE**  
BPG787645     FBL 11A  
5 January 2013

WHEATLAND BULL 680S  
WHEATLAND STOUT 930W BPG74344  
WHEATLAND LADY 737 T  
MRl HURRICANE 27R  
SPRINCREEK STORMY 36T BPG666270  
SPRINCREEK TARA 114P

BW: 95. 205 day: 669.  
EPDs: 5.1  4.6  65.2  103.4  6.4  55.3  22.7

A really complete & attractive blaze face Stout son. His dam, a black blaze face cow is a consistent producer, with loads of milk. 11A has two full brothers working at R&F Livestock, Warren, SK. This guy will catch your eye.

**MAF BOMBER 128A**

**BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE**  
BPG787655     FBL 128A  
24 February 2013

WHEATLAND BULL 738T  
3D MR RED BOMBER 501Y PG755661  
CMS STAR BRIGHT 56R  
JFRS 49Y BPG747798  
MRl MISS 795R  
MRl MISS 495M

BW: 90. 205 day: 842.  
EPDs: 4.5  4.2  65.2  98.1  7.5  51.7  19.1

A younger calf, but don’t count this guy out because of his age. He is out of a first calf heifer with a beautiful udder and our herdsire, 3D Bomber, purchased through this very sale. A very sound made complete bull. Like his sire, he has lots of hair and lots of middle.

---

**Wheatland Stout 930W**

**3D Mr Red Bomber 501Y**
MAF HORIZON 25A

**SCURRED PUREBRED MALE**

SG787648  FBL 25A  9 January 2013

- LFE BS LEWIS 322U
- MAF R HORIZON 77Y PG744058
- LFE KJLI DREAMLADY 79W
- MSR KANSAS TANK 235M
- SPRINGCREEK TARA 123S BPG650516
- SPRINGCREEK BROOKE 124N

**BW:** 91.  **205 day:** 806. **EPDs:** 9.4  2.8  64.7  87.0  12.1  50.8  18.4

This guy is one of the front runners for “favorite bull” at our place since birth. If you are looking for a bull to add muscle and shape to your cattle, look no further. 25A has the thickness of his sire, Horizon and is such a powerful individual. Extremely easy doing and soft made. His dam is a deep bodied, thick cow with a nice udder and tons of milk. The calves off this guy will be standouts. If you are serious about adding some real bull power, commercial or purebred, this bull is for you.

---

MAF HORIZON 27A

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

PTG793949  FBL 27A  11 January 2013

- LFE BS LEWIS 322U
- MAF R HORIZON 77Y PG744058
- LFE KJLI DREAMLADY 79W
- WHEATLAND BULL 680S
- MADER TWISTED SISTER 25Y BPTG748062
- JENI BLACK WHAMMY 1W

**BW:** 100.  **205 day:** 785. **EPDs:** 7.6  4.4  74.6  109.5  8.8  54.9  17.5

27A is a red blaze face bull, with lots of muscle and length. A flush mate to 23A, these Horizon sons are a powerful set. 23A’s dam was flushed as a heifer to Horizon, which resulted in these two bulls and three heifers. We have retained two of these heifers for ourselves and believe they have a great future. Their dam is a 680S daughter out of the great black baldie cow, JENI Black Whammy 1W, of Mader Ranches.

---

MAF DBK STOUT 8A

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**

PG787644  FBL 8A  2 January 2013

- WHEATLAND BULL 680S
- WHEATLAND STOUT 930W BPG714344
- WHEATLAND LADY 737 T
- HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
- WLB 38K SHARI 349Y PG745579
- BLCC MISS STING 213W

**BW:** 95.  **205 day:** 892. **EPDs:** 9.2  2.9  65.4  101.0  8.3  58.6  25.9

A real performance bull here, he will add some weight to those commercial calves in the fall. Long as a train and out of a first calf Shear Force daughter. What a job she did on this guy - raised a big calf and bred back early. This guy tipped down the scales at 892 lbs for his 205 day weight.
Champion; 21A has a power packed pedigree.

his sire, Wheatland Stout 930W, two-time Agribition 28T and 737T he is a real maternal gem. Add to this prospect. With great females in his pedigree like brother to 99A. 21A is a very complete herd bull A red bull out of two black parents and a maternal EPDs: 6.4   4.1   56.2   84.6   5.6   43.1   25.0

BW: 95. 205 day: 677.

PVF-BF BF26 BLACK JOKER ULTRA JOKER CASSADE 90N    BDV CASSADINE F24 REMINGTON CASSADE 28T BPTG692988 CNS DREAM ON L186 HS REFLECTIONS J34 TNT TOP GUN R244 WHEATLAND LADY 902J WHEATLAND LADY 351N WHEATLAND BULL 131L WHEATLAND BULL 680S    WHEATLAND LADY 902J WHEATLAND STOUT 930W BPG714344 WHEATLAND BULL 690S WHEATLAND LADY 737 T REMINGTON RED LABEL HR REMINGTON CASSADE 28T BPTG692988 ULTRA JOKER CASSADE 90N

Terms & Conditions

TERMS - The terms of the sale are cash or cheque payable at par at sale location. The right of property shall not pass until after settlement is made. Transcon Livestock Corp. reserves the right to require a certified cheque as settlement before releasing any sale cattle. Should any purchaser fail to settle for his purchase Transcon Livestock Corp. reserves full power to resell the animal to the best advantage either publicly or privately, without further notice. Any loss arising from such resale together with keep and all other expenses shall be payable by the defaulter. All settlements must be made with the clerks of the sale before any cattle will be released.

BID - Every animal consigned to the sale must be sold by auction. No private sales will be allowed except as otherwise provided for in the terms and conditions. No by-bidding will be permitted. Each animal will be sold to the highest bidder.

SALES TAXES - Applicable sales taxes will be charged on semen, embryos and trucking fees (if listed), respective to the home province of the buyer, not the seller.

DISPUTES - In cases of disputes, bidding will be reopened between the parties involved. If no further bid is made the buyer will be the person from whom the auctioneer accepted the last bid. The auctioneer's decision in such matters will be final.

PURCHASER'S RISK - Each animal becomes the risk of the purchaser as soon as sold. Animals will be cared for at the purchaser's risk for a reasonable length of time.

INFORMATION SUPPLIED - The information contained in this catalog is believed to be true and accurate. However, the information has been supplied by the seller and neither Transcon Livestock Corp. or Jamesway Enterprises Ltd. assume any responsibility if the information supplied is not accurate.

CATTLE PICTURES - The images in this catalog are believed to be accurate representations of the individual animals. Transcon Livestock Corp. and Jamesway Enterprises Ltd. assume no responsibility if the images as received have been altered.

ANNOUNCEMENTS from the auction block will take precedence over the printed matter in the catalog. Buyers are therefore cautioned to pay attention to any such announcements.

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY - A registration/recording certificate issued by the applicable breed association and duly transferred will be furnished to the buyer of each animal after settlement has been made. It is the responsibility of the buyer to determine the acceptance of this certificate in any other association.

SHIPPING - Assistance will be given in making shipment after the sale but no risk is assumed by the Sales Management or Seller. Expenses incurred are the responsibility of the purchaser. Purchasers are requested to furnish shipping instructions when making settlement.

BREEDERS GUARANTEE - As per applicable Canadian Breed Association Breeding Guarantee guidelines. Copies are available at the sale settlement desk to be picked up by the buyer at any time. In no event shall the seller be responsible for reimbursing more than the purchase price.

EXCEPTION TO GUARANTEE - In cases where the animal is subjected to any hormonal or surgical reproduction techniques after the sale, the guarantee shall be null and void.

HEALTH - It is the buyer's responsibility to determine health requirements for importing any animal into his province or state. Transcon Livestock Corp. assumes no responsibility for the health status of any animal in the sale.

ACCIDENTS - Although every precaution will be taken to protect the safety and comfort of buyers, neither the Sales Management, auctioneer, consignors or Association assumes any responsibility in this matter and disclaims any liability legal or otherwise in the event of accident or loss of property.

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS - The above terms and conditions of the sale shall constitute a contract between the buyer and the seller and be equally binding to both. Resale of animals following purchase in this sale shall constitute a separate transaction and the rights and obligations of the two parties connected thereto are not covered by the terms and conditions of this sale.

TRANSCON LIVESTOCK CORP. IS AGENT ONLY - It is to be clearly understood that Transcon Livestock Corp. is only acting as a medium between buyer and seller and is not in any way responsible for any failure on the part of either party to live up to his obligations, neither does Transcon Livestock Corp. assume any financial obligations to collect or enforce collection of any monies between parties, and any legal action that may, in exceptional cases, be taken, must be between buyer and seller.

The Auctioneer shall have the right to refuse bids from anyone who has a previous record of default in payment or who has not made proper credit clearance prior to the sale with the owner or Sale Managers.
Thank you to our 2013 buyers:

Glen, Melinda & Leon Aldentaler, SD
Wayne Petterson, SK
Speir Holdings Ltd., SK
Dwight & Tammy Zerie, SK
D Bar K Simmentals, MB
South Seven Farms Ltd., AB
Perkin Land & Cattle, MB
Derek Howe, SK
Robin Frerotte & Rae Tutor, SK
Spring Creek Colony, AB
William & Lucille Sentens, SK
Dr. Carla Hicks, SK
Daryl, Connie & Tyler Allemand, SK
Horse Creek Ranch, SK
Craig Bendickson, SK
Richard & Darlene Mountenay, SK
Prairie Sky Land & Cattle Inc., SK
Cordel & Gaylen Frischholz, SK
Nelson Ridge Farms, SK
Brett Siroski, SK
Don Koberstien, AB
Jason Lasota, SK
Harvey & Shawna Hind, SK
Mike & Paulette Heard, SK
R B D Ranch, SK
Brian Uran, ND
Spring Lake Colony, SK
Gordon & Sandy Gerrard, SK
SAJ Simmentals, SK
Back 40 Ranch Ltd., SK
McIntosh Livestock, SK
Danny Bergeron, PQ
LaBatte Land & Cattle, SK
Brian McCarthy, SK
5 M Cattle Co., SK
Dave Bueligen, ND
Cory Pettersen, SK
Brian & Darryl Kesslering, SK
K7 Simmentals, SK
C T C Simmentals, AB
Maxwell Land & Livestock, ON
Larry & Laurie Nielson, SK
Vegreville Colony, AB
Silver Land & Cattle, SK
Steve Graveley, MT
Gerald Haugland, ND
Melvin Holmes, SK
Kyle & Tressa Graveley, MT
Belle Plaine Colony, SK
Mark & Barbara Ann Meier, SD
Bar M Simmentals, WY
Clearwater Simmentals, AB
Jean-Francois & Leonidas Leblond, PQ
Circle 7, SK
Ryan Albrecht, AB
Percyview Farms, SK
Steve & Tammy Albrecht, AB
Maple Lake Stock Farms, MB
Bryce & Janine Baxter, SK
Hay Valley Ranches Ltd., AB
Beechinor Bros., AB
Anchor D Ranch, AB
Jason Breault, SK
Allan & Jackie Downey, MB
W2 Farms, SK
SIBL Simmentals, AB
Storebo Farms, SK
Summit Creek Angus, SK
Kelly Shaver, SK
Jeffery & Dorrell Weal, SK